Illegal Satellite Effects

Do we see the following analysis demonstrated in photos below? The oceanic heating and
pressure effects, observe the possible source point. You may see the photographic
evidence.
Observations of satellite and related effects:
With observation of increasing effects, doubt has vanished: Yes, I am correct! The illegal
plasma weapons and radars etc., THESE heat the planet….and are covered up by the over
emphasis on CO2. I can see primary effects, and deduce technology creating them and
then, those secondary heating effects.
Clouds are created and manipulated with microwaves and radars, those heat as they do
the job, CLEAR evidence of intrusive and substantial thermal effects! Looks like satellite
based effects. Each heater, or intersecting beam pair, is aimed at an atmospheric layer, a
topographical layer, a vertical target demarcation, a point of chosen atmospheric height is
then used like a conveyer belt; it is heated to create mobile clouds effects, clouds
RACING like sheep on amphetamines scurrying across the sky, clouds at different levels
going different speeds and sometimes directions, sometimes going opposite directions
WITHIN the same vertically defined layer. Obviously, this must be created by the
heating of stratified vertical atmospheric layer regions, yielding omnidirectional heating
effects, speeding clouds on the conveyer, burnt and tattered racing across the sky in all
directions away from the heating source, now distributed on thermal effects themselves!
Guess what, heating things heats them! This bold assertion evidently includes a particular
object described: The Planet! They burn the tender sky, and heat the Earth.
Previous notes: I believe I see evidence of a functional microwave satellite system that is
currently deployed. Here is my observation from the summer months leading to said
conclusion:
In summer, evidence perhaps of the painter at last finding the holes in the palette, and
high patterned cloud formations with clear microwave type patterns, presumably dipole
phased radar patterns mimicking solar cloud formation mechanisms, from perhaps a
satellite system (noting Rydberg state orbital quantum number increase and order of
magnitude decrease in cloud dissociation cross-sections )––then downward the pattern
goes, now less detailed, lower in the atmosphere, then lower again, less detailed, then
lower, less still and… a ruined grey sky.

Then, although I live with no EM smog here in isolation, I will get early morning meter
readings with a pulsed power supply and massive power, and, clouds start to move at
great speed at those times. This implies pulsed microwaves or the like from a satellite
system.
Microwaves affect cloud formation, as made evident in solar and other phenomenon
inducing microwave expression from the ionosphere where Rydberg quantum number
increase by way of one equals 10 fold decrease in cloud dissipation cross section
(Avakyan, Voronin 2008). Earth bound ionospheric microwave radiation be it triggered
by natural or man made activities influences the Rydberg state (state of excitation) and
associated orbital quantum number of water vapor and CO2 at > 3-4 Km and at
stratospheric atmospheric heights, influencing the primary stages of association and
dissociation of clusters and ionized clusters. An increase of one in the orbital quantum
number, decreases the cross-sections for processes of dissociation by an order of
magnitude via induced proton and electron interactions. If from VLF and ionospheric
intervention, radars or satellites, or through natural causes, microwaves generated in the
right range form planet heating optically thin clouds. Microwaves make clouds!
Reference:
Avakyan, S.V., N.A. Voronin (2008) TRIGGER MECHANISM OF SOLARATMOSPHERIC RELATIONSHIP AND THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE
ANTHROPOGENIC IMPACT Proceedings of the 7th International Conference
“Problems of Geocosmos” (St. Petersburg, Russia, 26-30).
http://geo.phys.spbu.ru/materials_of_a_conference_2008/M/Avakyan_Voronin.pdf
Then my worst fears were confirmed to find this patent (excerpts below):
Weather modification by artificial satellites
https://www.lens.org/images/patent/US/5984239/A/US_5984239_A.pdf
“US 5984239 A
A Satellite Weather Modification System (SWMS) uses earth satellites to harness solar
energy to modify the thermodynamics and composition of the earth’s atmosphere. SWMS
has three subsystems: The first subsystem includes a network of earth satellites called
Satellite Engines (SEs) used to reflect solar energy and/or transform solar energy into
other forms of energy beams discharged at specified locations. The media at these
locations and the media through which the energy beams pass absorb these energies and

change them into heat. The second subsystem includes a large network of Remote
Sensing Devices (RSDs). These sensors are used to measure local media compositions,
dynamic parameters and thermodynamic properties. Sensor measurements are fed back to
the third subsystem, which includes a network of Ground Control Stations (GCSs). GCSs
provide energy beam guidance by estimating each beam’s characteristics and its aim
point trajectory as functions of time. Integration of these three subsystems establishes a
sensor feedback energy beam guidance and control loop. SWMS’s weather modification
applications include alteration of precipitation, reclaiming of wasteland, reducing damage
by bad weather, and improving environment.
These advanced SES can Simultaneously discharge Solar energy, frequency agile and
intensity agile MMW (millimeter wave) or RF or microwave pulse trains, infrared
radiations, laser light and incandescent light as the mission may require. All physical
characteristics of each energy beam (Solar or otherwise) are adaptively estimated by
Ground Control Stations (GCSs). GCS also estimates each energy beam’s guidance by
defining its desired aim point trajectory. The criteria used to Select and to guide each
energy beam are based on an estimated Specific thermodynamic change taking place in a
specific air mass that Satisfies Some required weather condition changes.
SWMS can be implemented employing components which are currently available,
including means for reflecting Solar rays or discharging infrared radiation or laser beams
or incandescent lights.
SWMS improvements can be augmented gradually, still using conventional components,
to include discharging frequency agile and or intensity agile energy beams or pulse trains
from Satellite Engines (SES). Each frequency agile energy pulse is designed to penetrate
a specified air mass layer of Specified composition. For example, these energy pulses can
be used to modify a Specified air mass inside a thick cloud.
The Satellite Weather Modification System (SWMS) is a local as well as a global
weather modification tool. For example, SWMS can simultaneously bring rain to dry
regions in Southern California and drought regions in Southern Ethiopia within in a few
orbital periods of the Satellite Engines. Most remarkable of all is that these and many
other tasks can all be accomplished by Switching between Some computer codes.
. . . creating clouds by warming local wet Surfaces and modifying local air mass
Velocity components by controlled heating of Specific air masses to create pressure
differentials. [Emphasis added]

The technique discussed in Section A1/O is used to bring rain to dry regions in the world.
The Satellite Engines (SEs) tasks are to warm the ocean Surface a few miles off the
Southern California coast 7x.”
–––
It appears this may be the basic design of the satellite weather effects I have observed.
This is a source of planetary heating along with others specified in links, documents and
text above––Not only the predominant factor of CO2! “The first subsystem includes a
network of earth satellites called Satellite Engines (SEs) used to reflect Solar energy
and/or transform Solar energy into other forms of energy beams discharged at Specified
locations. The media at these locations and the media through which the energy beams
pass absorb these energies and change them into heat.” Then observe the spectrum of
pulsed discharges, look, the 5G microwave and millimeter! Now, those 5G stations we
see popping up appear to be type three relay stations. No wonder the government wants
control of the new 5G. Then, look at the secondary applications implied, it is likely
particle beam and surely energy beam weaponry. As the 70s satellite weapons proposed.
(See document linked above). Yes, that is clear.
Heat beams, targeted heating, laser discharges, heating the sea herself…pure pain. How
painful, how very painful, unbearably foolish, cruel and sad.
Now, do we see oceanic heating and/or perhaps an induced low pressure source
point for these storms, exactly as specified above?

The source point in some of those images appears to be between these two NOAA buoys:
http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_page.php?station=42001
http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_page.php?station=42409

Heating the tender sea, a criminal act well beyond any crime against humanity, a
crime against the precious home of all hope: Nature herself. Do we see that here? I
hypothesize, it is possible.
Please note the additional hypothesis of film combustion synthesis style arson
capabilities apparently present in this illegal satellite ‘5G’ weaponry. As you read the
patent information in the post noting the 5G system is likely in fact a military weapon,
please note the concurrent presence of both microwave/mm wave and IR capability
alongside laser discharges. Think of the familiar industrial process of film combustion
synthesis, leaving aside the end product, to create efficient simultaneous multiple ignition
point arsons. One pre-loads the metals to be ignited with microwave/mm wave energy
and/or IR, then uses the laser/particle beam to ignite many locations in great efficiency of
deadly design (noting possible particle beam capability from earlier patents and
papers). I also wonder, now that the entire of all biology is embedded with flammable
metals due to spraying with coal fly ash, how little microwave energy it would now take
to make all we see very ill, or kill it.
––Rich Norman

